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PRESS RELEASE  
Prague, 1 March 2016 
 

Marc Müller – New Partner at bpv BRAUN PARTNERS 

bpv BRAUN PARTNERS presents its new partner 

bpv BRAUN PARTNERS, an international legal firm with branches in Central Europe 

and Brussels belonging to the bpv LEGAL alliance, has a new partner as of March 1, 

2016. Mr Marc Müller, M.B.A. is joining the Prague team. He will be working primarily in 

energy, German law and compliance. 

After attending schools in Germany, the USA and Italy, Mr Müller studied law in Freiburg and got his 

MBA at the University of Wales. He practiced law for several years in Germany, worked for the E.ON 

Group in the Czech Republic as head of the legal department and held a top management position as 

proxy holder and member of statutory bodies in a number of companies within the group.  

At bpv BRAUN PARTNERS Mr Müller will be making use of his experience in energy law. Among other 

things, he will be handling issues of compliance and corporate governance for corporate clients, and 

will be supporting Czech firms in their business ventures in Germany. Mr Müller speaks fluent German, 

Czech, Italian and English. He is an avid golfer and basketball player.  

“We feel confident that Marc will be a great addition to our trilingual team, both for his professional 

knowledge and as a person. His sense for economics and his management experience are the perfect 

fit for an international office like ours. Since our careers first crossed paths 13 years ago at the 

international law offices of Haarmann Hemmelrath, we would just like to add: Welcome back!” 

Arthur Braun MA, Managing Partner at bpv BRAUN PARTNERS. 

 

About us: 

bpv BRAUN PARTNERS currently has 35 attorneys and tax advisors from the Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Germany and the United Kingdom providing advice exclusively in all major areas of the 

economy, with a focus on energy, manufacturing, mechanical engineering, financial markets, high-tech 

and real estate. 

 

Contact: 

bpv BRAUN PARTNERS s.r.o. 

iva.vosolova@bpv-bp.com 

tel: 224 490 000 
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